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SECTION - I

(All the questions are compulsory. Each question canies 1 mark.)

1. Define local linear approximation of f atxo .

-. 2. Define percentage error in measurement.

3. Give the differential formula for quotient rule of differentiation.

4. Define infleclion points of a curve.

5. How can you interpret the sign of acceleration?

6. Give the formula for average value of a function.

7. What is the volume ofa solid bounded byx =aandx =b having a cross
sectional area, ,4(x)

P.T.O.



8. Give the formula for work done by a variable force F in moving and object over

[, o]

9. Define Hyperbolic sine and cosine functions

10. Evaluate t^ 4,U 
YJ

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION _ II

(Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks)

11. Suppose that x and y are differentiable functions of f and are related by the

eouation y -v'11n6!L attime t=1 tf x=2and!L=qatlmet='t.dt dt

'12. Stat the L'Hosbital's Rule for form 0/0.

13. Find the intervals on which f(x)= x3 is increasing and the intervals on which it is
decreasing.

4
;

14 Evaluate lim ' , ,'-.* sin(l)

15. State a sufficient condition for f(x)to be concave up or concave down-

16. State Mean value theorem for f(x).

17. Find the average value of the function f(x)=r[overthe interval h,4].

'18. State the formula for Volume by Washer method.

19. A triangular lam,na with vertices (0,0), (0,1) and (1,0) has density , = 3. Find its
total mass.

20. The face of a dam is a vertical rectangle of height 100ft and width 200 ft. Find the
tota, fluid force exerted on the face when the water surface iS level with the top of
the dam.
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. 21. Prove that cosh2 x sinh2x:1.

22 Evaluate l:-dx ^.'" 1t x'
(8x2=16Marks)

SECTION _ III

(Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks)

23. Suppose that the side of a square is measured with a ruler to be 10 inches with a

measurement error of at most t ,-L in. Estimate the error in the computed area of

the square.

24. Definecritical points and find all critical points of f(x)=3x: 15x:.

25. Find the relative extrema of f(x)= 3x5 - 5x3 .

26. Find the absolute maximum and minimum values of the function

f(x)=2x3 -15x2 +36x on the interval ['1,5], and determjne where these values

occur.

27. An open box is to be made from a '16-inch by 3o-inch piece of cardboard by
cutting out squares of equal size from the four corners and bending up the sides.
What size should the squares be to obtain a box with the largest volume?

28. Suppose that a particle moves along a coordinate line so that its velocity at time f
' ls v(f)= 2 + cost . Find the average velocity of the particle during the time interval

0 <t < it .

29. Find the arc length of the curve y = 11 tro* 11,11 o (z,z,"D)oy integrating with

respect to x.

30. Use cytindrical shells to find the volume of the sotid generated when the region R

under y = x2 over the interval [0,2] is revolved about the line y = -1'

31. Evaluate !i\1- xb 'dx .

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION - IV

(Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks)

32. (a) Suppose that liquid is to be cleared of sediment by allowing it to drain. through a conical filterthat is 16cm high and has a radius of 4cmatthetop.
Suppose also thai the liquid is forced out of the cone at a conslant rate of
2cm3 lmin . Find a formula that expresses the rate at which the depth of the
liquid is changing in terms of the depth.

{b) Find a point on the curve y = x'? that is closest to the point (18,0).

33. (a) Evaluate lim,-o(1+ sin x);. using L'Hospital's Rule.

(b) Find the radius and height of the right circular cylinder of largest volume that
can be inscribed in a right circular cone with radius 6 inches and height 10
inches.

34.

(b) Derive the formula for the volume of a right pyramid whose altitude is h and
whose base is a square with sides of length a.

35. (a) Find the centroid of the region R enclosed between the curves y - x2 and -l
y x+6. I

(a) A coin is released from rest near the top
ft above the ground. Assuming that
g = 32rt / s2 how tong does it take for the
its speed at the time ol impact?

of a buildlng at a pojnt lhat is '1250

the free-fall model applies and

coin to hit the ground, and what is

(b) Provethat sin', =tnlr*Jx' *t.land tanh-' r=; (;i)

4

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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